
PWC-10
Rolled coin dispenser

The PWC-10 compact rolled coin dispenser provides bank branches with a fast, efficient and secure 
source of coins to ensure they are always able to provide funds to customers when they need it.  
It reduces the time that your tellers need to spend on preparing coin which means they can focus on 
higher-value customer service and operational tasks that increase sales and long-term growth.



The PWC-10 ensures secure storage and efficient dispensing of coin rolls in the branch. It is designed to be used in 
any location where large volumes of coins are required.

Related solutions...

Coin roll stackers Maximum 6 denominatios
Coin set supported US Dollar coin rolls 

Euro coin rolls 
Chinese coin rolls 
Other coin sets subject to verification

Total capacity 480 – 800 rolls* 
(dependent on coin diameter and configuration)

Coin roll diameter supported 15mm – 27mm 
(Other currencies on request)

Other features Wrong denomination check before dispensing
Reject compartment 12 rolls (26mm diameter)
Delivery slot 10 rolls capacity 

Automatic open/close shutter door
Communications interface USB
Dimensions (H × W × D) 1100mm × 300mm × 825mm (935mm at widest part)
Weight (without coin) 133kg / 293lbs

* Specifications are subject to change without notice. Please read the instruction manual carefully to ensure correct 
equipment usage. All figures, capacities and speeds quoted in this brochure are as tested by GLORY LTD. They may 
vary depending on usage conditions and are not guaranteed.

PWC-10 delivers multiple user benefits wherever there is a requirement to handle bulk coin

For bank branches, PWC-10 can play a pivotal role in the provision of coin funds to merchants. When 
visiting the branch to obtain coin funds, merchants want to be able to collect their coin quickly so they can 
return to their business operations. PWC-10 can be deployed at a dedicated merchant counter to provide 
rolled coin to business customers and therefore contributing to a reduction in waiting times and the 
provision of a better and more efficient service to both personal and business customer alike.

• Fast coin roll delivery when and where it's required .
• Provides tellers with a source of coin change funds, to ensure they are always able to provide change  

to customers.
• Reduces the time tellers need to spend on preparing coin, and frees their time for more  

value-added activities.
• Can help reduce queue waiting times in the branch, as coin is already prepared for customers.
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WS-30

Compact tabletop coin wrapper, 
offering a high level of performance 
and low-maintenance operation.

Mach™ SCW-20 Series

A fast, accurate and versatile coin sorter 
for higher volume counting, sorting and 
coin authentication applications.
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QC™

A fully-automated, self-service coin 
deposit solution, allowing customers 
to quickly and easily deposit coin.


